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Abstract
The purpose of this research was to use an atomic force microscope (AFM) to
generate a 2-D square array of sub-wavelength surface features from a single material
over a region large enough to permit optical characterization. This work is an extension
of previous AFIT nano-patterning work and is in response to the small subunit sizes
demanded for the production of optical metamaterials and photonic crystals. A diamond
nano-indentation AFM probe was used to produce a 325-µm by 200-µm array of
indentations in a 120-nm thick polystyrene film deposited on silicon. Indentation spacing
of 400 nm produced well-defined surface features with a maximum height of 140 nm.
The full size array was achieved by tiling together single arrays, limited in size by the
AFM scanner range, through the use of the AFM’s translation stage. A Complete Angle
Scatter Instrument (CASI) was used (beam focused to 140 µm) to determine scatter at
incident angles ranging from 0 to 80 degrees. Two wavelengths were investigated (633
and 544 nm) at both s and p-polarization. Negative first order diffraction peaks were
observed for both wavelengths and were consistent with feature spacing. This is the first
demonstration of an AFM-patterned surface to behave as a 2D photonic crystal and has
potential DoD applications in laser eye protection, enhanced solar cell efficiency, satellite
thermal management, and anti-reflection coatings for high power laser optics.
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I. Introduction
World-changing technological breakthroughs typically occur when new material
properties are more thoroughly understood and made controllable. Understanding and
controlling the mechanical properties of materials made our high-speed, high-rise and
high-flying world possible. Understanding and controlling the electrical properties of
materials has enabled the current electronic revolution. In the same way, emerging
understanding of and control over the optical properties of materials will usher in the next
revolution. In coming decades, optical materials (photonic crystals) that prohibit, direct,
and localize light propagation will become more developed and more prevalent [1].
Control over optical properties is also being extended to include the creation of new
optical properties (metamaterials) and may permit the development of truly amazing
future devices. In the near term, potential DoD applications exist in laser eye protection
[2-4], enhanced solar cell efficiency [5], satellite thermal management [6], and antireflection coatings for high power laser optics.
However, increases in the ability to control material properties require
corresponding increases in the careful production of those materials. Controlling
mechanical properties requires control over macroscopic material composition and
processing. Electronic property control requires control over microscopic material
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composition and processing. Control of optical properties requires nanoscopic control
over not only material composition but also material construction. Exercising this level
of control makes great demands on current fabrication techniques and is a primary
difficulty in the further development of these optical materials [7]. This is complicated
further by the demand that for many practical applications these nanoscopic structures
will need to be produced in sizes approaching a meter (or more).
Photonic Crystals (PC)
The defining feature of a photonic crystal is its periodic variation in refractive
index. This periodicity can be in one, two, or three dimensions within the crystal and can
range in size from nanometers to centimeters. The utility of this periodic index arises
when the scale of the periodicity is similar to that of incoming light. Under these
conditions, Maxwell’s equations and the crystalline periodic boundary conditions predict
that the propagation of light can be completely inhibited, producing a photonic band gap
(PBG) similar to the electronic band gap of semiconductors. Introducing defects into the
PC disrupts the PBG and allows inhibited light to flow along certain paths. These paths
may be within an optical integrated circuit (optical computing) or down the center of a
PC fiber (optical data transfer) [8].
Negative Index Metamaterials (NIM)
Metamaterials derive their properties from their periodic structure as well.
However, the subunits that make up metamaterials are much smaller than the incoming
light. This allows a metamaterial to be described by the same electromagnetic (EM)
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parameters that describe normal materials: the electric permittivity, ε, and u, the magnetic
permeability. For traditional transparent optical materials (glass), both these parameters
are positive and together give the material a real, positive value for the refractive index
( n = ε µ ). In a metamaterial, the tiny subunits that give rise to ε and μ are very
carefully designed and constructed to produce negative values for both these constants
over certain wavelength ranges. Because their product is positive, the refractive index is
still a real value and the material is transparent.
The transparency of metamaterials is where their similarities to traditional optical
materials generally end. In fact, metamaterials behave differently with respect to many
well-known optical phenomena. The frequency shift they experience due to the Doppler
effect is reversed, as is the direction of their Cherenkov radiation emission. These both
flow from the fact that the group and phase velocities in a metamaterial point in the
opposite direction (rather than being parallel). It also gives rise to a metamaterial’s most
intriguing new property – the negative sign of the refractive index.
The negative refractive index of metamaterials has several powerful potential
applications. For example, a lens with a negative index focuses incoming light very
differently than an ordinary lens. It focuses ordinary propagating light rays like an
ordinary lens, but it also focuses and amplifies the evanescent waves that normally decay
away. These evanescent waves contain additional information about an object and allow
imaging at high spatial resolution using a smaller optical device to be realized, limited
only by the quality of the metamaterial [9].
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Another potential application made possible by the ability to control the
electromagnetic material properties of metamaterials is cloaking (invisibility). In
metamaterial cloaking, the basic idea is to construct a metamaterial layer designed to
bend light around an object. The light emerges just as it would have had it not
encountered the cloak at all, rendering the object invisible. Though this sounds like
science fiction, working devices have already been constructed at microwave and
proposed for optical wavelengths [10-13].
The applications of PCs and NIMs are very exciting. However, manufacturing
these materials at the nanometer scales required for them to operate at optical
wavelengths is difficult and expensive. The current method of choice is electron-beam
lithography (EBL), though it suffers from long writing times and high cost. These
constraints have spurred the development of alternative methods such as interference and
nanoimprint lithography [14-15].
This work aims to address the deficiencies of long writing times and high cost as
well through the use of stress-induced surface nano-patterning. The AFM techniques
used here are only a demonstration of surface nano-patterning. More practical nanopatterning would require the development of 1D knife edges or combs used in place of
the AFM tip or the development of a template-driven technique utilizing force (as in this
work) or elevated temperatures for surface patterning. In these instances, the AFM
would be a useful tool for quality control and for the generation of a master template. In
both instances, as well as in current EBL techniques, the 2D surface structures that are
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produced would require sequential layering before the materials produced would be
suitable for potential applications.
Atomic Force Microscope (AFM) Surface Modification
Atomic force microscopy (AFM) was conceived and is most commonly used as
an imaging technique. In AFM, a sharp tip is scanned over a surface and the resulting
forces are interpreted to create a topographic image of the surface at nanometer scales.
However, as it has developed, AFM has been increasingly used to re-shape and construct
surfaces in addition to merely imaging them. Some techniques carefully control the
interaction between a sharp tip and surface atoms to move atoms around or to pick them
up and deposit them elsewhere [16]. Other techniques use the AFM tip to carefully
control surface chemical reactions (nano-lithography) [17-18]. It has also been well
demonstrated that under appropriate operating conditions, an AFM tip can create
structures from a single material [19-22] by the application of surface stress.
Surface stress can be applied to a material by an AFM tip in several ways. The
simplest is to scan an AFM tip in contact with the surface at a high normal force. Under
these conditions, on a soft material like polystyrene, scanning will produce parallel ridges
oriented perpendicular to the scan direction. A slightly more complicated method for
introducing surface stress is to modulate the motion of the AFM tip, effectively turning it
into a nano-hammer [23-25]. If delivered in phase, the nano-hammer “strikes” reinforce
each other and produce parallel ridges as well, but controlling the period of the
modulation permits ridge spacing control. The most successful method demonstrated to
produce in-phase tip modulation involves tuning the AFM feedback control parameters to
5

induce ‘ringing’ tip oscillations [23-25]. However, any AFM mode capable of exciting
periodic tip oscillations can potentially be used to reshape a surface. Once surface ridges
are produced it is a simple matter to rotate the scan angle and repeat the process to
generate a second set of ridges. Superposition of the two sets of ridges gives rise to more
complex two-dimensional surface structures. The symmetry of the resulting pattern is
controlled by the relative angle between the two scan directions [25].
Surface stress can also be applied without scanning the tip at all. Instead, the tip
is held stationary and simply pressed into the material. If the surface is soft enough and
the tip is hard enough, a lasting indentation will be created in the surface. Depending on
the shape of the tip and the interval at which indentations are made, a pattern of surface
features can result.
Optical Characterization of Photonic Crystals and Metamaterials
Regardless of how a photonic crystal or metamaterial is produced, whether by
EBL or another method, it must be tested to ensure the desired EM properties are actually
present. Experimental verification is commonly done using a system wherein EM
radiation is directed at the sample and a rotating detector arm is used to collect the
resulting scatter. This basic technique was used to defend the validity of NIMs against
early challenges [26-27]. It has been used at this institution (AFIT) to characterize the
scatter from photonic crystals using a Complete Angle Scatter Instrument (CASI) [4].
Ongoing work is also being conducted to develop a CASI-based Bidirectional
Ellipsometry (BE) technique for more advanced metamaterial characterization [28].
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Problem Statement
Both photonic crystals and negative index metamaterials require that the periodic
features that comprise them be smaller than a wavelength. Fabricating at this small scale
in the optical regime is challenging, as is scaling up production over larger areas.
Because of this, the size of metamaterial samples is usually small. This complicates
optical characterization. This work means to address both of these problems.
Research Objectives
Successful prior AFM nano-patterning work utilized ringing feedback oscillations
to turn the AFM tip into a nano-hammer. This work was completed on a small, bench-top
AFM and surface patterns were limited to a few microns in size [24-25]. The first
objective of this work was to replicate previous nano-patterning results on a newer AFM
model (Dimension V) for a single nano-patterned array. The next objective was to use
the translation stage of the Dimension V to generate multiple individual arrays in a
secondary two dimensional array, similar to a tiled floor. Patterning was continued as
long as possible to generate a pattern covering as large an area as possible.
Once completed, the AFM-patterned sample was removed from the AFM and
scattering measurements were conducted with the Complete Angle Scatter Instrument
(CASI). Modifications were necessary to reduce the laser spot size of the CASI to
prevent the sample from being overfilled. Two wavelengths were investigated – 633 and
544 nm.
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Research Impact
PCs and NIMs together represent exciting new advances in optical materials and
offer the potential of amazing new capabilities. However, their wide-spread use requires
that an alternative to the costly fabrication techniques currently used in their production
be developed. AFM nano-patterning has the potential to generate surface features on the
nanometer scale required. It offers the ability to easily adjust surface feature spacing.
Appropriately configured, it has the potential to generate surface features quickly and on
a variety of materials.
Demonstrating optical characterization of the AFM-generated nano-pattern will
add to the growing body of work characterizing PCs and NIMs via optical scattering.
CASI modifications required to permit scattering experiments on small samples will
enable future experiments of this type to be conducted.
Methodology
As previously stated, the first objective of this work was to replicate previous
nano-patterning results [24-25] on an AFM model with a larger scanner range and
motorized translation stage (Dimension V). Three techniques were used to do this. Two
techniques made use of an oscillating nano-hammer tip – one by inducing ringing
oscillations, the other by using a specialized Force Modulation (FM) AFM cantilever
holder. The third technique made use of a native Dimension V operating mode (ramping
mode) to create a 2-D array of nano-indentations.
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Once high-quality nano-patterns were generated consistently (ramping mode),
efforts were focused on generating the largest single nano-pattern possible. The limiting
factor was the range of the AFM scanner.
The next step was to generate many nano-patterns in a secondary twodimensional array, using a tiling approach. This was done by withdrawing the AFM tip,
translating the sample stage and re-engaging the tip in the location of the new pattern.
The goal was to produce a patterned area large enough to accommodate the laser spot
size of the CASI. The patterned area required was greatly reduced by focusing the CASI
laser to 140 µm in diameter by suspending an additional 500 mm focal length lens
between the laser source and the sample.
The next step was to analyze the scattering characteristics of the patterned sample
with the CASI. AFM standards were used to show that focusing the CASI beam did not
appreciably affect sample scatter as compared to a collimated beam (normal
configuration). An optical microscope held in an adjustable stand was used to assist in
centering the CASI laser on the patterned area. In-plane scatter was collected for unpatterned polystyrene and AFM-patterned polystyrene at 17 incident angles, ranging from
0° to 80°. Data was collected at two wavelengths: 544 nm and 633 nm. Both
wavelengths showed strong negative first-order diffraction at high incident angles for
patterned polystyrene. These orders were in excellent agreement with the classic
diffraction equation for the known surface feature spacing. A single small resonant peak
of unknown origin was also present at one incident angle for each wavelength.
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II. Atomic Force Microscope (AFM)
Overview
This section provides a general understanding of the basic functioning of the
AFM, outlines its most crucial components, and describes important experimental
parameters. The intent of this chapter is to prepare the reader for the discussion of the
AFM-patterned sample.
Basic Operation
The AFM was designed to produce high-resolution images of both conducting
and insulating surfaces. It operates by bringing a small tip, mounted on a cantilever
beam, in close proximity to a sample surface. As the tip approaches and contacts the
surface, forces develop that deflect the cantilever beam (Figure 1). As the tip is rastered
back and forth across the sample surface, the deflection increases or decreases in
response to the relative heights of surface features that the tip comes in contact with.
This deflection is detected using a simple set-up whereby a laser is reflected off the top of
the cantilever beam and into a quad photodetector [29]. A feedback loop adjusts the zposition of the tip and cantilever beam up and down with a piezotube (PZT) scanner to
maintain a constant cantilever deflection. The amount of z-axis movement required to
maintain a constant deflection at each point is stored and collectively forms an image of
the sample surface.
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Figure 1: Atomic Force Microscope (AFM) diagram [30]
AFM Instrumentation and Components
The AFM used in this work (Figure 2) was a Dimension V Scanning Probe
Microscope (SPM) developed by Veeco Instruments. The complete AFM system also
included a Nanoscope V controller and a computer workstation running the Nanoscope
software, version 7.3.
Acoustic isolation hood

Controller

Dimension V SPM

Figure 2: Dimension V SPM system.
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Laser diode
Integrated scanner head
assembly

Quad photodetector

Optical microscope
and camera

PZT scanner

Translation stage

Cantilever and tip

Figure 3: Dimension V SPM with schematic tracing laser path inside scanner head.
Like other AFMs, the Dimension V has two basic experimental components - the
stage, which holds the sample, and the integrated scanner head, which holds the
cantilever and tip. The stage on the Dimension V is circular, freely rotating, incorporates
fully motorized X (range 120 mm) and Y (range 100 mm) movement, accommodates
large samples, and is capable of micron-scale precision positioning [29]. The integrated
scanner head assembly is mounted above the sample stage on a motorized Z-stage and
combines both the piezoelectric tube scanner and the quad photodetector (Figure 3). The
tip is mounted in a cantilever holder, which is inverted and mounted on pins on the
bottom of the scanner head.
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Assembling these components in this configuration offers two levels of relative
tip-sample movement. Coarse positioning (µm to mm scales) is achieved through
translation of the motorized stage (X and Y) and scanner mount (Z). During a
translation, a puff of air lifts and lubricates the stage (it normally rests on a polished
granite block) and two linear screw drives operate to move it in the X and Y directions.
Once a location of interest is identified, the stage is locked in place and the fine
movements (nm scale) of tip engagement and control (during imaging) are handled by the
XYZ piezotube in the scanner head. Coarse movements are not made while the tip is
engaged, as this could easily damage or break it.
In the context of this work, movements between individual pattern tiles are
achieved by withdrawing the tip, moving the stage to position the tip at the center of the
new tile, and then re-engaging the tip. Individual tiles are generated using the scanner
exclusively, with the size of each tile limited by the scan range of the PZT (100 µm).
The Dimension V is an improvement over earlier AFM designs (those used in
previous nano-patterning work). These instruments impose strict size limitations on
sample size, requiring samples to be mounted on small metal pucks (1-2 cm diameter)
that are magnetically mounted to an XYZ piezoelectric tube during imaging. In these
designs, the cantilever is rigidly mounted above the sample surface and the sample is
scanned beneath it. The scan range of the PZT on older AFMs is also smaller and coarse
positioning is done using hand-adjusted screws. The design improvements incorporated
into the Dimension V allow work of this type to be conducted.
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Additional AFM components function to improve data quality and ease of
operation. An optical microscope and camera is integrated into the Dimension V to aid in
centering the tip over locations of interest on a given sample and in correctly setting the
proper distance between the tip and surface before engaging the tip. An acoustic shield is
provided to isolate the AFM from outside noise, increasing the image resolution.
Vibrations through the floor are reduced by the mass of the AFM’s granite base and the
soft polymer bumpers the base sits on. Critical also to the AFM system is the computer
and software package that interfaces between the user and the instrument itself, relaying
instructions from the user and interpreting the photodetector signals to generate an image.
AFM Software Operating Parameters
Proper operation of the AFM depends as much on the operational parameters
defined within the AFM’s software as it does on the physical components. There are a
multitude of parameters associated with the Dimension V. Happily, many of them are
factory-defined and not normally adjusted by the user. There is, however, a significant
number that are necessary to adjust during normal operation. These can be broken down
into several categories – those needed for contact mode, tapping mode, ramping mode,
and general operation. A basic understanding of these parameters is necessary for later
discussion of patterning techniques.
Contact mode is the simplest AFM scanning mode and basic contact mode
operation has already been discussed above. It is defined by the constant contact
maintained between the tip and the sample. The amount of deflection that the AFM
maintains is constant (maintained through feedback) and is specified by the value of the
14

deflection setpoint parameter, measured in mV. The deflection setpoint is directly
correlated to force (through Hooke’s law) – increasing the deflection setpoint voltage
prompts the AFM to maintain a higher cantilever deflection and impart more force to the
sample during scanning. Contact mode also generally uses a triangular cantilever to
resist cantilever twisting.
Tapping mode (TM) is very similar to contact mode. Aside from using a straight
cantilever, the most fundamental difference is that in tapping mode the AFM tip is
oscillated up and down and lightly “taps” the surface, rather than remaining in constant
contact. Tapping mode is especially important when imaging soft samples because for
these materials “dragging” the tip across the surface can easily cause damage. In tapping
mode, the tip is generally oscillated at its main resonant frequency by a separate
piezoelectric stack in the cantilever holder (the cantilever holder used here accepted both
contact mode and TM tips). The regular up and down motion of the AFM tip that results
produces a sinusoidal photodetector signal [29]. A tip oscillation of large amplitude is
started in free air, far from the sample surface. As the tip is then brought near to the
sample surface, it begins to make contact at the lower oscillation extreme. The
piezoelectric stack continues to input energy into the system at a constant rate, but this
contact absorbs energy, dampens the oscillation, and decreases the oscillation amplitude.
The decrease in amplitude is detected by the photodetector and the feedback loop adjusts
the position of the z-piezo to return to a specified amplitude, defined by the amplitude
setpoint parameter. The movement in the z-direction is used to construct the AFM image
(as before). Decreasing the amplitude setpoint increases the force imparted to the surface
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because the free air tip oscillation is dampened more strongly. Increasing the amplitude
setpoint to values approaching the free air oscillation amplitude can cause the tip to lose
contact with the surface. The amplitude setpoint is generally tuned to the highest value
without losing contact between the tip and the surface. The proper resonant drive
frequency is generally automatically determined using the included “Autotune” software
function. Autotune also sets the oscillation drive amplitude to produce a pre-defined
target amplitude. The target amplitude is the free air oscillation amplitude and is a good
starting point for setting the amplitude setpoint [29].
Both contact and tapping mode make use of a feedback loop to maintain a
constant deflection (contact mode) or amplitude setpoint (TM). The performance of this
feedback loop is primarily dependent on two parameters – integral gain and proportional
gain. Integral gain has the most pronounced effect, but both values determine the
severity of the corrective response when the system deviates from the desired deflection
or amplitude setpoint. Increasing the value of these parameters increases the size of the
correction applied to the z-piezo. If the gains are set too low, the feedback response is
not strong enough to keep the tip tracking the surface. This condition is most easily seen
by comparing the trace and retrace. The trace is the scan line obtained in the forward
direction; the retrace is the return scan line as the tip rasters back and forth across the
sample surface. If the gains are too low, the trace and retrace will not align, especially
near rapidly varying surface features. The gains should be increased only until the trace
and retrace are aligned. Further increases will cause the feedback loop to overreact to
surface perturbations and quickly overshoot the setpoint, setting up an oscillating cycle of
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further over-corrections. This is an undesirable condition for general imaging (but is
essential to induce ringing oscillations). While tuning the gains, it may be helpful to
disable the slow scan axis. This prevents the AFM from advancing from the current scan
line to the next one. Scanning the same line repeatedly enables the effect of an
adjustment to be quickly determined.
Additional parameters are necessary for general AFM operation. Scan size
defines the size of the AFM image produced and is limited by the range of the AFM
piezotube. The absolute maximum scan size that the XYZ Hybrid Head used with the
Dimension V is capable of is 100 µm. However, the maximum size of the current scan is
closely linked to and limited by the value of the X and Y offsets. The X and Y offsets
define the center of the current scan. The absolute limits of the scanner are set once the
tip engages the surface (Figure 4(a)). The offsets (dot in Figure 4) can be adjusted, but
the new maximum scan size (Figure 4(b)) will be constrained by the original conditions
present when the tip engaged. It should also be noted that the XY coordinate system
from the user’s point of view is opposite to that commonly used. That is, inputting a
negative X or Y offset moves the offset in the positive X or Y direction or vice versa (as
seen by the user on the screen). For example, the change in offset from Figure 4(a) to
4(b) is the result of a positive X offset and negative Y offset. This system is used later
for moving the translation stage while moving from tile to tile as well.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4: Relationship between scan size and X/Y offset
The shape of the current scan is controlled also by the aspect ratio, the ratio of
side lengths (X/Y). Tip movement is primarily controlled by adjusting the scan angle and
scan rate. The scan angle is the angle between the scan lines and the x-axis. The scan
rate is defined in Hz – one cycle is a trace and retrace. The scan rate and scan size
together define the tip velocity (µm/s). High tip velocities increase the imaging rate but
require higher gains to adequately track the sample surface and generally result in
decreased image quality.
Image resolution is most heavily dependent on samples per line and number of
lines. Generally, low values of these parameters are used for quick imaging to ascertain
the general location of a surface feature of interest before increasing it to capture detail.
Many of the above mentioned parameters can be displayed either in volts or in
metric units. Volts are a more fundamental unit, as the scanner movements result from
voltages applied to the PZT. However, for practical reasons it is generally easier to work
in metric distances.
The AFM is made possible because piezoelectric materials allow voltages to
produce mechanical movement at the nanometer scale. However, the relationship
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between voltage and movement is non-linear. The piezoelectric elements in an AFM
scanner also suffer from hysteresis, a condition wherein it does not instantaneously return
to its initial state when the voltage is removed. The exact nature of the non-linearity and
hysteresis also changes as the piezoelectric crystals age. Together, this makes it very
difficult to precisely predetermine the necessary voltage required for a desired
piezoelectric response (movement). The AFM parameter called “XY closed loop”
addresses this problem. When selected, this mode activates a closed feedback control
loop on the XY piezo position that allows the AFM software to adjust the input voltage
until the desired response is achieved. It is essential that the XY closed loop mode be
enabled before operating in the AFM ramp mode.
Ramping Parameters
The AFM ramping mode was essential to generating the patterned surface used in
this work. Ramp mode is accessed from the tapping mode menu and uses tapping mode
AFM tips; however, it does not involve tip oscillations, scanning the tip, or imaging the
surface. Instead, the tip is simply lowered (as if to engage) until a predetermined
deflection is reached and then the tip is retracted again. This imparts force to the surface
and if the tip is stiff enough and the surface soft enough, an indentation will be left
behind. Various ramping modes exist, but the ramping mode of interest for this work is
“auto-ramp”. In this mode, the AFM automatically ramps at an array of specified
locations. The user defines the center of the array (by setting the XY offset) and specifies
the number of rows and columns. The distance between adjacent rows and columns is
also specified.
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In ramping mode, the tip is lowered to the sample through the application of a
triangular potential to the z-piezo. The amplitude of this potential is defined by the ramp
size parameter (mV or nm). The potential is applied relative to a position defined by the
Z scan start parameter. Increasing Z scan start moves the starting point for the cantilever
closer to the sample. If the ramp size is greater than the starting distance between the
cantilever and the surface, at some point during the ramp, the tip will make contact and
the cantilever will deflect.

Ramp size

Z scan start

Figure 5: Illustration of ramp size and Z scan start
The response of the AFM to this deflection (in auto-ramp mode) is governed by
the trigger mode. If the trigger mode is disabled, the entire potential (ramp size) will be
applied regardless of when (or if) contact is made. If trigger mode is enabled, there are
two options: absolute and relative trigger mode. Both are designed to limit the amount of
force imparted to the sample by the descending tip by “triggering” the AFM to
prematurely stop applying the triangular potential and lift the tip at a defined point. In
absolute trigger mode, this point is specified by a deflection setpoint value and set
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relative to a constant arbitrary point. Alternatively, relative trigger mode uses an
additional parameter (trig threshold) to specify the amount of additional deflection to be
allowed, relative to the un-deflected cantilever beam. Relative trigger mode offers the
benefit of operating independently of the mechanical and thermal drift that typically
occurs during long AFM running times [31] and was the trigger mode used in this work.
In auto-ramp mode, the AFM moves through the pre-programmed array,
performing one ramp cycle at each location. The speed at which it does this is governed
by the scan rate. In turn, scan rate is dependent on forward and reverse velocity, the
speed with which the tip is lowered and retracted during the ramp cycle. The ramp size
also factors in to scan rate. Faster velocities and smaller ramp size translates into a faster
scan rate, a consideration that becomes more important as the size of the array being
generated grows.
As indicated in previous figures, the AFM cantilever is mounted in the cantilever
holder at a slight downward angle. Because of this, when the tip is lowered in the z
direction during ramping, it has a tendency to move laterally and plow the surface
(usually in the x direction) during indentation. To compensate for this, a small movement
can be added to the x direction during ramping. The parameter controlling the
compensation is called X rotate (deg).
Summary
This chapter outlined the basic functioning of the Dimension V AFM, including
its most crucial components and important experimental parameters, in preparation for
the following discussion of the production of the AFM-patterned sample.
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III. Sample Production
Chapter Overview
Three different techniques were investigated to produce a periodic array of
surface features on a polystyrene film on a silicon substrate. Two of them involved
scanning while inducing tip oscillations to turn the tip into a nano-hammer. The first
used a Force Modulation (FM) AFM tip holder to induce the oscillations; the other
induced them using a “ringing” feedback condition. The third made use of an existing
auto-ramp mode present as an optional Dimension V capability. The oscillating tip
techniques were unsuccessful, due largely to small tip oscillation amplitudes and
inappropriate oscillation frequencies (for this application) generated by the Dimension V.
The nano-indentation technique, together with a “floor-tile” patterning approach, yielded
a patterned sample 325 µm by 200 µm in size. The distance between surface features
was 400 nm and their relative height was 140 nm.
Substrate Preparation
The polystyrene film used in this work was prepared from a 2.0% polystyrene in
toluene solution. It was originally prepared for use in previous nano-patterning work
conducted by Li and Burggraf at the Air Force Institute of Technology (AFIT) [24-25].
The polystyrene was coated on single-crystal Si wafers using an accelerating flowcoating process, previously reported by Juhl et al. [32]. The molecular weight of the
polystyrene was 233 kg/mole. The polystyrene thickness was mapped by conventional
ellipsometry imaging and found to have a uniform thickness gradient ranging from 20 to
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240 nm. The thickness of the region patterned in this work was found to be
approximately 120 nm through AFM imaging of a nearby thickness scratch (Figure 6).

Figure 6: AFM image of the surface scratch, including cross section showing its depth
(120 nm)
The previous work conducted by Li and Burggraf only consumed a fraction of the
polystyrene samples prepared; the remainder was covered and stored in a low-humidity
environment for approximately 3 years. This kept the surface clean and large areas of the
polystyrene surface were free of visible outside contaminants. The polystyrene surface
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was also exceptionally flat prior to this work. The cleanliness of the polystyrene surface
was maintained during pattern generation by working in a clean room environment (class
1000).
The polystyrene was originally deposited in two blocks near the center of a round
silicon wafer (approximately 4 inches in diameter). The strip of silicon containing the
polystyrene blocks was later scored along a straight edge and removed.

sample location

Figure 7: Polystyrene film on silicon substrate, arrow showing approximate location of
patterned area
Force Modulation (FM)
Force modulation (FM) is a hybrid of contact mode and tapping mode and uses a
specialized cantilever holder. In FM, the tip is scanned at a constant deflection as in
contact mode. It is also oscillated at the resonant frequency of a large piezoelectric
bimorph in the cantilever holder. FM was conceived as a way to distinguish between
different materials in a composite because soft materials allow the tip to penetrate more
deeply (and produce smaller deflection) than hard materials.
It was originally thought that FM may allow for a high degree of control over the
surface feature period. While oscillating at a constant resonant frequency, adjusting the
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scan speed (by adjusting the scan rate and scan size) would allow precise wavelength
(period) control (v = f λ). The relative softness of polystyrene and the large size of the
FM piezoelectric stack (able to produce strong oscillations) also made FM a promising
technique [29].
However, the resonant bimorph frequency of the FM cantilever holder is rather
high (9.3 kHz), requiring the AFM tip to be scanned at high tip speeds to space out the
nano-hammer “strikes” to the desired feature spacing (120 nm). High tip speeds are
desirable in the sense that they would allow patterns to be generated quickly. However,
at high tip speeds, the AFM cannot properly track the surface. Increasing the gains to
compensate causes tip instability and oscillation. The strength of the bimorph resonance
is also much smaller than the cantilever resonance used in tapping mode, requiring the
large driving amplitude capability of the FM bimorph to generate the small oscillations
necessary for FM imaging (but too small for modification). For these reasons, efforts to
generate nano-patterns with FM as originally planned were unsuccessful.
It was previously noted that increasing the gains at high scan speeds while
operating the FM tip produced tip oscillations. Experimentation allowed periodic ringing
oscillations to be achieved. Figure 8(a) shows the path of the oscillating FM tip. The
oscillations were strongest at the beginning of a scan, dampening out towards the end.
However, the trace (blue) and retrace (red) reinforced each other, allowing a pattern of
ridges to be produced (Figure 8(b)). Unfortunately, because the amplitude of the
oscillations was very small (about 3 nm), the ridges were very faint, too small for surface
reconstruction (Figure 8(b)).
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(a)

(b)

Figure 8: (a) FM ringing patterning (b) faint ringing FM patterns

Ringing Oscillations
As previously mentioned, successful AFM patterning of polymer films was
previously demonstrated on smaller, bench-top AFM designs using a ringing feedback
control condition [24-25]. In this technique, the integral and proportional gains, normally
tuned to track the surface, are greatly increased. This produces a feedback condition
where the instrument overreacts to small system perturbations and wildly overcorrects.
This overcorrection, when detected, induces another AFM correction in the opposite
direction. Because the integral and proportional gains are set so high, this correction is
also too strong. The resulting condition produces standing waves across the AFM scan
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(Figure 9(a)). These standing waves are critical to the success of this technique because
they ensure that as the AFM tip scans across the same scan area (10-25 times) the points
of impact of the AFM tip are in phase and reinforce one another. Over time, these
impacts create a set of ridges, perpendicular to the scan direction. Shifting the scan
direction by 90° and repeating the procedure will produce a second perpendicular set of
ridges. The superposition of the two sets of ridges produces an array of nano-dots [2425].
Initial attempts to achieve a similar ringing condition on the Dimension V were
unsuccessful, prompting the pursuit of FM as an alternative method. The discovery of a
ringing feedback condition while using FM stimulated further ringing oscillation
experimentation.
The primary reason that initial efforts failed to produce ringing oscillations was
that a discrepancy existed between the respective gain scales of the Dimension V and the
AFM model used in previous work [24-25]. Ringing oscillations were produced in
previous nano-patterning work at gain settings of 2-3 and fractional changes produced a
large effect. This experience was applied to the Dimension V and when gains of 10-20
failed to produce ringing oscillations, the conclusion was made that the underlying
instrumental instability exploited in previous work had been corrected in the design of the
Dimension V. Probing the instrumental limits of the Dimension V while working with
the FM cantilever holder showed that oscillations could be produced, though the integral
and proportional gains needed to be set to 40 and 70 respectively, levels previously
thought to be impractical for AFM operation (much higher than previous work).
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Using this experience, a standard AFM cantilever holder operated in contact mode
with a triangular cantilever allowed higher quality oscillations to be excited and a series
of patterned ridges to be produced (Figure 9). However, these patterning efforts were
inadequate in several respects. First, the oscillation amplitude was still very weak, being
a very modest improvement over FM results. This required 30 minutes of scanning to
produce small (10 nm high) surface ridges. There was also inconsistency in feature
height across a given pattern resulting from the damping of the oscillations (Figure 9(b)).
Equivalent ringing oscillations were not achieved under a 90° scan, a crucial capability
for generating two-dimensional patterns. Lastly, the number of oscillations in a scan was
largely dependent on scan rate and gain settings, not scan size. This meant that for small
scan sizes (5-10 µm) the feature spacing was small (100-200 nm). However, as the scan
size was increased, the number of oscillations remained constant and were merely spaced
further apart, increasing the feature separation in proportion to the increase in scan size.
This limitation would require either a relaxation in desired feature spacing or the
generation of many times as many tiles, both options being untenable.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 9: (a) Patterning with ringing oscillations and (b) image of resulting pattern
Efforts to produce patterns as originally planned were further hampered by the
realization that the ability to automatically program the AFM to move to a series of
predetermined positions and image according to preset parameters was limited to
locations within the current scan range only. This was inadequate for the purposes of this
work as the objective was to create tiles requiring the entire scan range. Creating many
adjacent tiles would therefore require extensive user manipulation to withdraw the tip,
translate the stage, and re-engage the tip between the patterning of each tile.
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Nano-indentation with Diamond AFM Tip
The third technique investigated was nano-indentation with a diamond AFM tip.
This technique produced a successful pattern, 325 µm wide by 200 µm tall. The feature
spacing was 400 nm and their relative (peak-to-valley) heights were 140 nm. A
magnified image of the completed pattern is shown in Figure 10. This image was taken
with the AFM optical microscope used for sample positioning. The shadows in the
image are from the AFM tip, located directly above the patterned area. A high-resolution
AFM image of the pattern surface is shown in Figure 11.
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Figure 10: Completed AFM-patterned 2-D thin-film photonic crystal (each pattern is
numbered in lower left corner in the order they were produced)
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Figure 11: AFM image of the patterned surface
The basic operation of the AFM ramping mode was covered as part of the
discussion of general AFM operation in Chapter II. AFM nano-indentation is performed
using the native auto-ramping functionality already present on the Dimension V. The
primary additional component for nano-indentation is a specialized indentation probe.
Indentation probes have straight cantilever beams (like standard TM cantilevers)
but are much thicker, wider, longer and are made of stainless steel instead of silicon or
silicon nitride. The spring constants of indentation probes are also much higher (100-300
N/m) than either TM probes (20-100 N/m) or contact mode probes (0.01-1.0 N/m) [31].
The spring constant of the indentation probe used in this work was 186 N/m. The
diamond tip was produced through precision grinding of a solid diamond and is designed
to be strong enough for repeated nano-indenting applications [33]. The tip point has a
nominal radius (when new) of 40 nm and is shaped like the corner of a cube (the
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intersection of three right angle planes). To assist in producing symmetric indentations,
the tip is mounted with its vertical axis approximately normal to the sample when secured
in the cantilever holder and mounted in the AFM (though X-rotate of 12° was still
required). The nano-indentation tip used here was the DNISP, made by Veeco
Instruments [33].
Even though a nano-indentation probe is much stiffer than a normal TM probe
and designed for the indentation of materials, it is still capable of limited traditional TM
imaging. However, the resonant frequency of an indentation probe (35-60 kHz) is
generally much lower than TM probes (300 kHz). This capability is especially valuable
for this work because it allows an indentation (or completed indentation array) to be
immediately imaged after generation for verification purposes.
As previously mentioned, the Dimension V offers a developed capability to
carefully control the amount of force imparted to the surface during a ramp cycle using
the relative trigger mode and setting a trigger threshold. Efforts were made to impart a
uniform force between tiles by maintaining consistent trigger threshold values. However,
in this instance, it turned out to not be strictly necessary. Because the polystyrene film
was so soft, it offered very little resistance to the stiff cantilever and hard diamond tip.
Thus, whenever contact was made during the ramp cycle, the tip plunged to the bottom of
the film. It was prevented from penetrating further by the much harder silicon substrate.
This situation provided a measure of inherent feature consistency, very tolerant of
differing trigger threshold settings. The indentation consistency throughout an array is
shown in Figure 12.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 12: 5 x 5 Nano-indentation trial arrays showing indentation consistency and the
effect of feature spacing.
(a) 750 nm spacing (b) 500 nm spacing
Figure 12 also shows the affect of indentation spacing as well as the mounding up
of dispaced material at the indentation edges. At 750-nm spacing (Figure 12(a)), the
edges of adjacent indentations begin to touch. Decreasing spacing to 500 nm causes
them to overlap and the interior features begin to assume a uniform shape (Figure 12(b)).
The effect is even more pronounced at an indentation spacing of 400 nm (Figure 13).
Here, the features are particularly easy to see. 400-nm spacing was near the limit for this
combination of tip shape and film thickness. Decreasing the spacing any further would
have overlaped the indentations, decreasing feature quality and increasing patterning time
per tile.
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Figure 13: 20 x 20 nano-indentation array, 400 nm spacing
The auto-ramp function within the Dimension V software makes generating a
single array a simple matter of inputting the number of rows and columns and specifying
the feature spacing, then hitting go. From this point (as long as the XY closed loop is
enabled), the AFM proceeds automatically and will generate a high quality tile, limited in
size by the scanner range. As originally equipped, the XYZ Hybrid scanner head in use
with the Dimension V has a maximum XY range of approximately 100 µm (-50 µm to
+50 µm). However, while increasing the size of an individual tile, it was discovered that
the scanner had previously sustained some damage to the Y piezo that limited its
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maximum movement in the –Y direction (up) to half of its full extension (approximately
25 µm). The effect of this is clearly seen near the top of Figure 14 where the same scan
line is repeated. In this instance, a signal is being sent to the scanner to move to a
particular position but the piezoelectric crystal is unable to respond, so the scan line at its
limit is simply repeated. This limited the maximum size of a single square patterned tile
to 50 µm on each side. This equates to a 125 x 125 2-D array. The first five tiles in the
first row of the completed pattern were 50-µm tiles.

Figure 14: Example of reduced Y scanner range.
It was found through the course of this work that the tile sizes could be increased
by relaxing certain restrictions. Because the scanner was undamaged in the X direction,
the tiles could be extended in X, creating rectangular tiles. This was done for the tiles in
the second, third and fourth rows, decreasing the number of tiles from six to four.
Because the Y scanner was undamaged in the +Y direction (down), the Y dimension of
the tiles could be slightly extended by shifting the offset in the positive direction. These
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two considerations allowed the size of an individual tile to be increased from 50 x 50 µm
to 80 x 60 µm.
While operating near the edge of the scanner range in auto-ramp mode to generate
large tiles, it is important as well to set the scanner to a small scan size (1 µm)
immediately before switching to ramp mode. An inverse relationship exists between scan
size in scan mode and the maximum scanner range in ramp mode.
Once suitable operational ramp parameters have been determined, generating
individual tiles requires little monitoring. The difficult part of the process is translating
from the current tile to the proper position to generate the next one. Because the
precision of the scanner is much higher than the translation stage, it is desirable to
generate the largest tiles possible and operate near the scanner limits, patterning the
largest area with the fewest number of tiles. This imposes strict limitations on where the
offset can be to reach the extremes of the scanner’s range (see Figure 4 in Chapter II).
Furthermore, this precise offset position must be achieved using the translation stage, an
operation made more difficult by the coarse nature of the translation stage movements.
The uncertainty in the translation stage can make positioning the tip properly
largely trial-and-error, requiring multiple tip withdraw-movement-re-engagement cycles
to achieve proper tip placement. However, the uncertainty in stage movements can be
reduced by consideration of the backlash of the motorized linear drive screws. Backlash
refers to the small amount of extra space present between the two sets of interlocking
screw threads in the drive screws. In any translation, the screws must take up this small
gap before they will actually move the stage. Thus, backlash can be mitigated by
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translating repeatedly in the same direction. To this end, it is helpful to make a few
translations in the same direction before starting the first pattern and then to pattern in a
zig-zag motion down the rows of the tiled array. In this manner, backlash will be a factor
only at the turn-around at the end of the rows.
The procedure used for tiling multiple patterns together involves several steps.
When the current tile completes its auto-ramp sequence (4-8 hours, depending on size)
the AFM will wait for further instruction. At this point, switching back to scan mode
(TM) allows the surface to be imaged to ensure the indentations were created properly.
Manipulate the offsets and scan size to run a small scan at each of the pattern corners to
assess the quality of the inter-pattern interfaces. If the patterned tile was indented
properly, withdraw the tip. The AFM will return to a (0, 0) offset before withdrawing,
leaving the current tip position at the center of the current pattern. If the pattern quality is
poor (or the AFM failed to pattern), the soft polystyrene surface can be re-patterned
before the tip is withdrawn.
Input a stage translation that is slightly smaller than the desired spacing between
adjacent tile centers to ensure that the scanner will be able to extend back to the edge of
the tile just completed, keeping in mind that the coordinate system is reversed and also
considering backlash.
Care must be exercised before engaging the tip to avoid damaging the polystyrene
surface. Before engaging (especially for the first time), it is important to run the “locate
tip” routine (from the navigate window) and bring the tip into sharp focus. This allows
the AFM to exactly determine the Z-position of the tip. Then the sample surface is
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normally brought into sharp focus. In this configuration, the AFM tip and the sample
surface are a preset distance apart (usually 1 mm). When the tip is engaged from this
configuration, the AFM quickly lowers the tip to within 100 µm of the surface using the
motorized Z stage and then slowly extends the Z piezo until contact is made and a
deflection is detected. As the tip is extended further and further, the AFM continuously
reduces the rate of extension to allow for contact to be made softly.
Engaging from a sharply focused surface is appropriate for hard samples. For
polystyrene, it was found that this sequence did not always engage softly enough to avoid
damage. Some of the resulting dimples can be seen in the image of the completed array
at the center of several individual tiles (Figure 10). These center dimples could be
avoided by engaging from a slightly further point. This was done by finding the sharp
surface focus and then de-focusing outward slightly. This caused contact to be made at a
point in the engagement process where the tip was extending more softly.
Properly engaging the tip was also important because it affected the speed of the
later auto-ramp sequence. A hard tip engagement typically translated to slower autoramp cycles.
Once engaged, adjust the offsets and scan size to image a corner of an adjacent
pattern. From this image, offset on a corner indentation of this pattern. To these X and Y
offset values, add or subtract the appropriate integral number of feature spacings to move
the offset to the center location of the new pattern. Account for the space between the
two patterns and pattern odd numbers of rows and columns so that an indentation will be
located at the exact center of the new pattern (an even number of rows or columns will
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cause the pattern to be shifted by λ/2). This new offset location will be the center of the
new pattern – ensure that the known scanner range is enough to reach all edges of the
new pattern. If it is not, it is likely due to error in the stage translation. This can only be
corrected by withdrawing the tip, making a small translation (include backlash) and reengaging.
Precise tip engagement and offset calculation help to ensure that the new pattern
is correctly positioned. However, the thermal and mechanical drift of the AFM can
impart slight deviations. Thermal drift can be mitigated by patterning with the acoustic
isolation hood open to maintain thermal equilibrium (electronics generate a lot of heat).
This benefit is more important for this application than preventing fine acoustic
disturbances. Mechanical drift occurs as the AFM scans for a long period of time. To
mitigate mechanical drift, it is important to start the auto-ramp sequence as soon as
possible after setting the final offset.
Another potential source of surface damage can occur as a result of the initial
value of the Z scan start. Z scan start is the furthest point that the Z piezo extends during
a ramping cycle. When entering ramp mode from TM mode, it is initially set as the
previous average Z piezo position [29]. This average position is dependent on the surface
topography being imaged just prior to entering image mode. If un-patterned polystyrene
was being imaged, then the average Z-piezo position is likely to be above the polystyrene
surface. However, if the previous pattern was being imaged instead, with its peaks and
valleys, the average Z-piezo position would likely correspond to a position below the
level of the un-patterned polystyrene (Figure 15).
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Figure 15: Automatic initial Z scan start value when entering ramp mode.
When the auto-ramp sequence is initiated, the tip lowers to a position
corresponding to the Z scan start position plus the ramp size and then moves to the
position of the first indentation. If an automatic Z scan start position that is too low (after
adding the ramp size) is not corrected, this movement will scratch the surface across the
tile diagonal. To guard against this damage, it is important to make sure that the Z scan
start is always negative (above surface level) before starting an auto-ramp routine.
Relative to this, the exact magnitude of Z scan start is unimportant as long as it is low
enough for the tip to make contact and satisfy the trig threshold before exhausting the
ramp size.
Ramp size can be very large without affecting the patterning results. Large ramp
sizes merely force the AFM to start each ramp at a further retracted position. It does,
however, negatively affect the speed of patterning as large ramp sizes take longer to
execute and additional retraction after the tip breaks contact is unnecessary. It was
generally satisfactory to operate with a Z scan start of -200 nm and a ramp size of 600
nm. Increasing forward (extension) and reverse (retraction) tip velocities increased the
patterning speed, but only to a point (increasing beyond 10 µm/s had little additional
benefit).
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It is important to maintain the patterning conditions as consistently as possible
from run to run. If possible, leave the tip and sample undisturbed. If the sample must be
removed from the AFM, document (and mark) the position of the sample so that it can be
returned to as close to the same position as possible. If the tip must be removed from the
scanner, make every attempt to avoid removing the tip and cantilever from the cantilever
holder. The holder is aligned on the scanner with pins, but the cantilever is positioned in
the holder by hand and is almost impossible to reposition exactly. It is also
recommended that the edge of the AFM pattern be generated to be parallel with a
macroscopic edge of the sample material. This assists greatly in later CASI alignment.
The considerations mentioned here are general guidelines from experience gained
in this work. However, a considerable amount of experimentation is typically necessary
to optimize any AFM process. Patterning mistakes and imperfections can be corrected
using the offset techniques described above. Small patterns can be generated to fill in
gaps and the soft polystyrene surface can be re-patterned if necessary.
Summary
Three different techniques were investigated to produce a periodic array of
surface features on a polystyrene film on a silicon substrate. Two of them (Force
Modulation and ringing oscillations) were unsuccessful. The third, auto-ramped nanoindenting with an AFM diamond tip, yielded a patterned sample 325 µm by 200 µm in
size. The distance between surface features was 400 nm and their relative height was 140
nm. Important considerations and guidelines when performing nano-indentation on
polystyrene are also covered.
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IV. Complete Angle Scatter Instrument (CASI)
Chapter Overview
The purpose of this chapter is to serve as a brief introduction to the layout and
components of the CASI system and to describe additional procedures necessary to
collect BRDF data for very small samples.
Complete Angle Scatter Instrument (CASI) System
The CASI system was designed as a nondestructive way to evaluate surface
quality on a variety of materials. To do this, CASI directs laser light (544 nm, 633 nm,
3.39 µm, or 10.6 µm) from a source box onto a sample mounted on a stage. Light
transmitted and reflected from the sample surface in the plane of incidence is collected by
an aperture and measured by a single element photodetector mounted on an arm that
sweeps out a full arc around the sample [34]. These measurements, along with the
aperture size, distance to the sample, and initial incident power on the sample, are then
used by the computer to calculate a BSDF (Bi-directional Scatter Distribution Function)
[4].
The complete system has two source boxes, each housing two laser wavelengths
(one visible and one IR). Each source box (Figure 16) contains several components that
split, focus the beam, and direct it onto the sample. The beam is split to allow a chopper
to modulate the beam for optical lock-in detection (to filter out noise) and for a wide band
detector, which helps cancel out laser instability. A turning mirror is used to direct the
laser beam through an objective and pinhole mounted on a moveable track (together
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referred to as the focus stage). This allows the focus of the beam to be adjusted. After
the pinhole, the laser is directed to an off-axis parabolic mirror which reflects the beam
toward the sample [35]. To polarize out-going light, a half-wave plate and linear
polarizer is inserted in the beam path prior to the objective.

Focus stage

Parabolic
mirror

Linear polarizer

Turning
mirrors

633 nm HeNe laser

Scaling
photodetector

10.6 µm CO2 laser

Chopper

Figure 16: CASI source box [4].
The sample is mounted on the CASI’s rotation stage (Figure 17), which is capable
of translating the sample in X, Y, and Z as well as two-axis tilt and rotation. In this work,
all samples were mounted on metal pucks with double-sided tape and magnetically
mounted in the CASI.
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Figure 17: Sample mount (AFM-patterned sample)
Normal CASI Operation
Normal CASI alignment procedures are straight forward and previously
documented by Mr. Dominic Maga [36]. Reproducibility of CASI measurements is
highly dependent on careful and consistent alignment and benefits greatly from
experienced operators. CASI data used in this work was gathered by Mr. Maga, a
laboratory technician with extensive CASI experience.
In normal CASI operation, the focus stage is positioned to focus the laser beam at
the detector with the beam passing directly through the sample. This configuration
focuses the light beyond the sample stage, so the light incident on the sample is only
slightly converging. However, because the focal lengths are so large and spot sizes so
small, the light can be assumed to be collimated at the sample by invoking the small
angle approximation [35]. This results in a laser spot size at the sample of approximately
1.5 mm in diameter.
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Focused CASI Beam
Most samples analyzed using the CASI can easily accommodate a 1.5 mm spot
size. However, if the 0.325 mm by 0.2mm AFM-patterned area produced in this work
was illuminated by a spot of this size, the patterned area would be overfilled by over 25
times at normal incidence (and more so at higher incident angles). Generating a BSDF of
only the patterned area required the spot size to be reduced to a point where it could be
completely contained within the patterned area.
Significant reductions in spot size were achieved by adjusting the position of the
CASI’s objective. This pulled the focal point back from the detector, towards the sample.
The approximate size of the laser spot at the sample was determined using a graduated set
of pinholes held in the sample mount. Passage through the pinhole was verified using the
detector through comparison with the unobstructed power. The largest detector aperture
was required for this measurement because the beam was no longer focused at the
detector. The smallest spot size achieved through adjusting the objective only was still
significantly larger than the patterned area.
Additional reductions in spot size were achieved through the use of a 3-inch
diameter, converging, 500-mm focal length lens. This lens was suspended in the beam
path between the source box and sample. Adjusting the objective position focused the
beam through a 140-µm pinhole. Because the light from the turning mirror was already
converging, the effective focal length of the lens was reduced, enabling it to fit within the
500-mm long detector arm.
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A framework was constructed from aluminum beams, corner brackets and angle
brackets and bolted to the optical table to suspend the lens without obstructing the
detector. Fine adjustments to the lens position were made by mounting the lens to two
orthogonal micrometers. Hanging the lens on the end of a cantilever beam in this manner
makes it susceptible to the vibrations induced by the abrupt movements of the CASI
detector arm. A stable beam is especially critical when working with very small sample
sizes. Vibrations are prevented by the high bending moment of the framework beams
and the extensive corner bracing. The focused configuration is shown in Figure 18.

Figure 18: Focused CASI laser configuration (on patterned sample)
Once the beam is focused through the pinhole, the pinhole is removed and
replaced with the sample mount and sample. The laser is centered on the patterned area
through adjustments made to the X and Y axes of the rotation stage. Because the sample
is so small, this process requires additional sample magnification. A hand-held
microscope (10X magnification), mounted in an adjustable stand is sufficient. This is
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only safe if used at high angles of incidence because very little light is reflected back
toward the microscope in this condition. High incident angles are also necessary to
observe beam walk. Beam walk refers to the increase in the projected area of the beam at
high incident angles. Adjust the X, Y, and Z axes until the beam elongates symmetrically
on both sides. When additional sample illumination was required, a fiber optic work
light was used. The magnification apparatus is shown in Figure 19.

Figure 19: Magnification apparatus for centering CASI laser on patterned area.
Summary
The layout and components of the CASI system were briefly covered.
Modifications from normal operation, required for the analysis of small samples, were
also described. These included the addition of a focusing optic suspended inside the
detector arc and adjustments to the focus stage.
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V. CASI Results
Chapter Overview
This chapter presents the results from the CASI experiments. Scatter from a 10µm AFM standard was collected in both the normal (detector-focused) and samplefocused laser configurations at 17 incident angles. These angles were repeated in the
sample-focused condition on un-patterned polystyrene and again for AFM-patterned
polystyrene. The AFM-patterned polystyrene was analyzed with the long axis of the
sample parallel and perpendicular to the incoming beam. All experiments were
conducted with both s- and p-polarized incident light.
The AFM standard produced many diffraction orders that were in good agreement
with those predicted by the grating equation. Un-patterned polystyrene showed no
significant scatter features other than a specular reflection. AFM-patterned polystyrene
produced a broad -1 diffraction order at higher incident angles and a small resonant peak
at only one incident angle for both 633- and 544-nm incident wavelengths.
CASI Measurements
The layout, components, and normal operation of the CASI have already been
discussed, as well as the procedures involved for focusing the beam to prevent overfilling
the sample. Scattering measurements were conducted on three different surfaces: an
AFM standard, un-patterned polystyrene, and patterned polystyrene.
The AFM standard (Figure 20) is a sample with well-known and well-defined
surface features, normally used for calibrating an AFM. Its surface is an array of square
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wells, 5µm on a side and 200 nm deep, with a period of 10 µm. The AFM standard is
approximately 5 mm in size, large enough to prevent overfilling by the laser spot size
(1.5 mm) even when the CASI is in the normal (detector-focused) configuration.

10 µm

Figure 20: 10 µm AFM calibration standard (AFM image)
The AFM standard was analyzed in two CASI conditions, with the beam focused
at the detector (normal configuration) and with the beam focused at the sample (for use
with small samples). This was done to verify that departing from normal CASI operation
by focusing the beam at the sample did not significantly impact the resulting scattering
behavior. The experiment was conducted at two wavelengths: 633 and 544 nm. At 633
nm, 17 angles of incidence (θi) ranging from 0° (normal incidence) to 80° (in steps of 5°)
were investigated. To confirm the results at 633 nm (and also to save time) only five
incident angles (0° to 80°, steps of 20°) were repeated at 544 nm.
Figure 21(a) shows the results from θi = 40° at 633 nm. The zero-order (specular)
peak is seen at θr = 40°, along with five positive and 25 negative diffraction orders. This
accounts for all 30 of the reflection diffraction orders predicted by the grating equation,
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=
mλ d ( sin θ r − sin θi ) [37]. In the detector-focused configuration, the -20th and -21st
orders are blocked when the detector passes in front of the CASI source box (occlusion
zone). In the sample-focused configuration, the 19th order is blocked as well because the
additional optic extends slightly beyond the detector. Figure 21(b) shows the center
section of Figure 21(a) in greater detail, clearly showing the close agreement between
both CASI laser conditions.
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Figure 21: (a) Comparison between CASI laser focused at detector and sample, 10 µm
AFM standard, θi = 40°, p-polarization, 633 nm (b) zoomed in
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Figure 22 (a) shows the results from θi = 40° at 544 nm. The zero-order
(specular) peak is seen at θr = 40°, along with the six possible positive orders. All 30
negative diffraction orders are detected as well, though higher order peaks are less
intense. The larger occlusion zone of the focused condition is also clearly seen. Figure
22(b) shows a section of Figure 22(a) in greater detail, clearly showing the close
agreement between both CASI laser conditions at 544 nm.
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Figure 22: (a) Comparison between CASI laser focused at detector and sample, 10 µm
AFM standard, θi = 40°, p-polarization, 544 nm (b) zoomed in
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These results indicate that there is little difference between operating the CASI
with the laser focused at the detector or at the sample. Decreasing the spot size diameter
from approximately 1.5 mm (unfocused) to 140 µm (focused) increased the calculated
beam divergence at the detector by approximately one order of magnitude (from 0.27 mm
to 2.8 mm diameter, calculations in Appendix B). This increased the divergence angle
from 0.031° to 0.33°, still within the realm of the small angle approximation [38].
Furthermore, the increased detector spot size (2.8 mm) also did not affect the results
because it was still smaller than the aperture used for CASI data collection (14 mm). All
results presented from this point onward were obtained with the laser focused at the
sample.
All experimental data for the AFM standard was collected with both s- and ppolarized sources. The polarization had little effect, a result that was expected because
the AFM standard is identical in both surface dimensions. Small differences in intensity
between the polarizations may be due to slight differences in laser alignment introduced
when the polarizations are changed. A comparison between polarizations is shown in
Figure 23.
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Figure 23: (a) Comparison between s-and p-polarization, 10-µm AFM standard, θi = 40°,
p-polarization, 544 nm, focused at sample (b) zoomed in

It was previously noted that the number of diffraction peaks detected agreed with
those predicted by the grating equation
( mλ d ( sin θ r − sin θi ) ). The locations of the
=
peaks detected are also in very good agreement with the predicted locations. The fit
between the equation and the CASI data for both 633 and 544 nm at θi = 40° is shown in
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Figure 24. This comparison is made with data obtained with the CASI laser focused at
the detector (normal). However, as shown above, the peak locations for both conditions
are the same.
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Figure 24: Fit between diffraction angles predicted by grating equation and
experimentally obtained diffraction angles (at corresponding diffraction orders) for 10µm AFM standard grid, p-polarization (focused at detector) at θi = 40° for 633 nm (red)
and 544 nm (green).

An un-patterned section of the polystyrene sample was analyzed to serve as a
control. This section was located approximately 1 mm away from the patterned area.
The same 17 incident angles were investigated as with the 10-µm AFM standard.
Representative data for θi =40° is shown in Figure 25. Un-patterned polystyrene shows
no distinguishable scattering features apart from the specular peak at 40° and the
occlusion zone at -40°. Un-patterned polystyrene also shows no strong polarization
dependence.
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Figure 25: Un-patterned polystyrene control, θi = 40°, 633 nm.

Un-patterned polystyrene also shows no significant scatter features other than the
specular peak at the other incident angles investigated (at both polarizations). This is
easily seen in the 3D plots in Figure 26. Each incident angle shows only the specular
peak and the occlusion zone. Un-patterned polystyrene was investigated at 633 nm only.
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(a) p-polarization

(b) s-polarization
Figure 26: 3-D plot of Log10[BRDF] vs. θi and θr for the polystyrene surface, 633 nm.
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Patterned Sample - 633 nm
The AFM-patterned polystyrene surface was analyzed at both 633 and 544 nm
and at both s- and p-polarizations. The experimental setup is discussed in Chapter IV.
3D plots of the data for 633 nm are shown in Figures 27(a) (p-polarization) and (b) (spolarization). This data was collected with the long (325 µm) axis of the patterned area
parallel with the incoming laser beam. In addition to the familiar specular peak and
occlusion zone, a -1 diffraction order appears for θi ≥ 40°. An additional small feature
appears only at θi = 40° as well. It should be noted that all peaks appear broader at their
bases because of the interpolation of the software used to generate the 3D figure.

Figure 27(a): p-polarization
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(b) s-polarization
Figure 27: 3-D plot of Log10[BRDF] vs. θi and θr for the patterned sample, 633 nm, long
axis of pattern parallel to incoming laser

The relationship between the experimental angular location of the m = -1
diffraction peak and incident angle is shown in Figure 28. Also shown is the relationship
between incident angle and reflected angle according to the classic grating equation (for
m = -1, λ = 633 nm, d = 400 nm). The missing data point at 50° is due to the detector
occlusion zone. The data point at 55° is included but may be suspect because it was
gathered on the edge of this zone. The fit between the two is excellent, strongly
supporting the identification of those peaks as the -1 diffraction order peaks.
It should also be noted that the nature of the -1 diffraction peaks for the patterned
sample are not well-defined spots (like the AFM standard). They show a definite
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maximum, but also present is considerable finer structure, presumably caused by slight
feature non-uniformity and the triangular shape of the indentations (shown in Figure 29).
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Figure 28: Fit between m=-1 diffraction order at different θi predicted by grating equation
=
( mλ d ( sin θr − sin θi ) ) and experimentally obtained diffraction angles for patterned
sample, p-polarization, 633 nm.

Figure 29: Diffraction pattern for AFM-patterned sample
The BRDF of the patterned sample at θi = 40° is shown in Figure 30, showing the
specular peak, -1 diffraction order, and an additional small feature, which is present at
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70.27°. It is present at both incident polarizations. It does not appear to be an
experimental artifact or to be caused by the large-scale periodicity of the “tiles” used in
the patterning technique. This is confirmed by rotating the patterned sample 90° and
collecting the same data set as for the original configuration (long axis parallel to
incoming beam). The BRDF from both the original and rotated orientations at θi = 40° is
shown in Figure 31. This strengthens the case that the peak is due to the generated
pattern, and even though its exact cause at this point is unknown, a promising hypothesis
is that it is due to a guided resonant mode. For more information on the unique scatter
peaks produced for only one incident angle, see [4].
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Figure 30: Patterned polystyrene, θi = 40°, showing expanded view of additional feature
at 70.27°, normal pattern orientation only, both polarizations, 633 nm.
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Figure 31: Patterned polystyrene, θi = 40°, showing expanded view of additional feature
at 70.27°, both pattern orientations, both polarizations, 633 nm.
Patterned Sample – 544 nm
The AFM-patterned sample was also analyzed by the CASI at 544 nm. 3-D plots
of the data at the same 17 incident angles are shown in Figure 32. Like those obtained at
633 nm, the results at 544 nm contain specular reflections, as well as -1 diffraction
orders. However, the diffraction orders first appear at a lower incident angle (consistent
with the diffraction grating equation). The small resonant feature that appeared at 70.27°
(θi = 40°) in the 633 nm results is shifted to 28.8° (θi = 60°) in the 544 nm results. Again,
this is consistent with identifying it as due to guided mode resonance. A 2-D plot of the
data from θi = 60° shows a more detailed view of this peak, at both polarizations (Figure
33).
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(a) p-polarization

(b) s-polarization
Figure 32: 3-D plot of Log10[BRDF] vs. θi and θr for the patterned sample, 544 nm, long
axis of pattern parallel to incoming laser
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Figure 33: Patterned polystyrene, θi = 60°, showing additional feature at 28.8°, both
polarizations, 544 nm.
In the same manner as with the additional feature at 633 nm, the sample mount
was rotated 90° to rule out any effects due to large-scale “tile” periodicity. The results
from this experiment are shown in Figure 34. As before, the small resonant feature
remains.
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Figure 34: Patterned polystyrene, θi = 60°, showing additional feature at 28.8°, both
pattern orientations, both polarizations, 544 nm.
Investigative Questions Answered
The CASI results clearly show that surface features were created that were able to
diffract incoming light in a manner consistent with established theory. This supports the
identification of this material as a photonic crystal. The locations of the -1 diffraction
orders at corresponding incidence angles independently verify the small-scale surface
periodicity of 400 nm. CASI modifications to reduce the beam spot had little effect on
results, validating its future use for small samples.
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Summary
This chapter presented the results from CASI experiments on three surfaces
(AFM standard and patterned/un-patterned polystyrene) at two wavelengths (633 and 544
nm). Data from the AFM standard confirmed that results were unaffected by focusing
the laser beam. Un-patterned polystyrene showed little significant scatter other than the
specular reflection lobe. AFM-patterned polystyrene showed a -1 diffraction order at
high incident angles and one resonant peak at one incident angle for both wavelengths.
All diffraction data was in agreement with the diffraction grating equation.
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VI. Conclusions and Recommendations
Chapter Overview
This chapter summarizes the findings of this research and comments on its
significance. Also covered are more short-term immediate actions to be taken and longer
term recommendations for future work.
Contributions of Research
It had been previously demonstrated that the AFM was capable of generating a
two-dimensional nanoscale array of surface features from a thin polymer film [24-25].
This AFM-patterning work improved on those efforts in several ways. First, the size of
an individual array was greatly increased (from 3 x 3 µm to 60 x 80 µm). The height of
the surface features within the array was increased as well (from < 10 µm to 140 µm),
increasing their ability to interact with incoming light. The pitch of the array was larger
(from 120 nm to 400 nm), but this could be reduced by using a sharper AFM tip.
Secondly, individual patterned arrays were “tiled” together to generate a much larger
composite array (325 µm x 200 µm).
The composite AFM-patterned surface was large enough to permit optical
scattering measurements to be conducted using the AFIT’s Complete Angle Scatter
Instrument (CASI). This required the CASI beam spot size at the sample to be greatly
reduced through the use of an additional lens located between the CASI source box and
the sample. Calibration experiments with an AFM standard showed that this
modification had little effect on scatter measurements.
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The BRDFs (bi-directional distribution functions) of the AFM-patterned sample
showed a -1 diffraction order at high angles of incidence, consistent with prior CASI
analysis of known photonic crystal samples [4]. Also present at both wavelengths
investigated (544 and 633 nm) was a small resonant peak, present at both s- and ppolarizations. This peak remained even after a 90° pattern rotation. The exact cause of
this resonance is currently unknown, but it is presumed to be due to a guided mode
resonance of the AFM-patterned structure [4].
Significance of Research
This research explores an AFM-based alternative to current lithographic
techniques to fabricate the small features required by photonic crystals (PCs) and
negative index metamaterials (NIMs). It also demonstrates the ability of existing
scattering instruments to characterize very small samples of these new materials with
little loss in data quality. This nano-patterning technique may be extended in a low-cost,
low-tech alternative through the development of 1D knife edges or combs used in place
of the AFM tip or the development of a template-driven technique utilizing force (as in
this work) or elevated temperatures for surface patterning.
Recommendations for Action
Determine what the cause of the resonant peak is. This author has investigated
diffraction from large-scale tile periodicity, blazing from the interior faces of the
indentations, and waveguide coupling unsuccessfully. The existence of resonance at only
one incident angle is the most difficult detail to explain.
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Reverse the relative indices of the film and substrate materials. In the sample
used here, the refractive index of the silicon substrate was significantly higher (n ≈ 3.4)
than the polystyrene film (n ≈ 1.5). This allowed any light in the surface film to leak into
the substrate (since there is no efficient interface reflection or critical angle). Using a
substrate with a lower refractive index would reduce this of loss.
Determine a way to focus the CASI’s IR wavelengths. At these wavelengths, the
surface features generated here would be substantially sub-wavelength (less than λ/2) and
the response of this material in this regime should be investigated.
Modify a spectrophotometer to focus its incident light (or scale up the material) so
that the (reflective) response of the material can be investigated in wavelength-space.
Alternatively, generating a similar pattern on a transparent substrate would allow
transmission experiments. This would identify any maxima (reflection) or minima
(transmission) wavelength response, similar to those in a guided mode resonance filter
(GMRF), and save considerable time in CASI measurements by indicating which specific
angles should be investigated.
Optimize the AFM control to generate these features at a faster rate. Shorten the
dwell time between indentations and optimize the scan range and z scan start. The
development of a composite (multiple tips) diamond AFM tip would allow the creation of
multiple indentations simultaneously (though this would impose predetermined feature
spacing).
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Recommendations for Future Research
Future possibilities exist for modifications to AFM-patterned surface arrays. The
surface produced here was left open and used air (n ≈ 1) as the filler between the
polystyrene surface features. Future work could explore techniques for backfilling these
surface features with materials of varying indices. Alternatively, the surface could be left
open and used as a template to properly space metallic nano-particles. This could allow
the magnetic permeability (µ) of the material to be manipulated, which would be similar
to the approach employed by Grigorenko et al. [39] wherein they use pairs of
electromagnetically coupled nano-dot posts to produce negative µ. The spacing of the
posts used is 400 nm and the size is similar to the size of the nano-indentations produced
in this work. Perhaps these post pairs could be replaced by spherical gold nano-particles
laid down using the patterned surface as a nano-template.
Summary
The two-dimensional array of polystyrene surface features covered here was
produced using an AFM and was shown to behave like a photonic crystal. This has
potential application in the future fabrication of these materials and is the first time a
photonic crystal has been demonstrated to be produced by AFM surface nano-patterning.
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Appendix A
MATLAB code for importing and plotting 2-D figures
%File reads in and plots two .txt CASI files
fid=fopen('data_file_name1.txt');
A1=textscan(fid,'%s',96); %read in file header
B1=textscan(fid,'%n %n %n'); %read in 3 columns of data
fid=fopen('data_file_name2.txt');
A2=textscan(fid,'%s',96);
B2=textscan(fid,'%n %n %n');
plot(B1{2},log10(B1{3}),'LineWidth',1,'Color','b');
%plots BRDF vs. reflected angle, relative to sample normal
hold on;
plot(B2{2},log10(B2{3}),'LineWidth',1,'Color','r')
%graph formatting
grid on;
xlabel('Reflected Angle (deg)');
ylabel('Log10[BRDF]');
legend('label_one','label_two');
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Mathematica code for importing and plotting 3D figures
(*For this code to work as written, the files must be named
“Specular XX Degrees Two Apertures ppol.txt”
Changes can be made, but the incident angle must be in the title.
loops are written to cycle from 0 to 80 degrees incident (by 5
degrees).*)

The

ClearAll[datatwoangles,datatwoangletable,datatwoangleplot]
datum="L:\\Directory Path\\";
offset=23;
jcount=0;
Do[
Do[
{
If[8==degrees2&&5==degrees1,,
{datatwoangles[degrees2,degrees1]=Import[StringJoin[datum,{"Specular "
,ToString[degrees2],ToString[degrees1]," Degrees Two Apertures
ppol.txt"}],"Table"],jcount=jcount+1}]}
,{degrees1,0,5,5}]
,{degrees2,0,8,1}]

datatwoangleplot:=datatwoangletable[0,0];
Do[
Do[
If[8==degrees2&&5==degrees1,,
{datatwoangletable[degrees2,degrees1]=
Table[{degrees2*10+degrees1,datatwoangles[degrees2,degrees1]
[[i,2]],Log[10,datatwoangles[degrees2,degrees1]][[i,3]]},
{i,offset,Length[datatwoangles[degrees2,degrees1]],1}],
datatwoangleplot=Join[datatwoangleplot,
datatwoangletable[degrees2,degrees1]]}]
,{degrees1,0,5,5}]
,{degrees2,0,8,1}]

ListPlot3D[datatwoangleplot,Mesh->None,InterpolationOrder->5,
PlotRange->{{0,80},{-85,85},{-4,4}},
AxesLabel->{Text[Style["Incident Angle",FontSize->18]],
Text[Style["Reflected Angle, θ",FontSize->18]],
Text[Style["BRDF",FontSize->18]]}]

(*Thank you to Shawn Hackett for providing this Mathematica code*)
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Appendix B
Beam divergence calculations
2θ 0 =

4 λ
π 2W0

θ 0 = beam divergence half-angle (radians)
λ = wavelength (m)
W0 =beam waist radius (m)
Rs
l
Rs = radius of spot size at detector
l = distance from sample to detector
tan θ 0 =

Sample Calculation (focused):

2θ 0
=

4 633nm
= 0.00576 radians
π 2 ( 70 µ m )

θ 0 =0.00288 radians
tan ( 0.00288 ) =

Rs
0.5m

Rs = 1.4 mm
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